
November 599 
 

Arcane invasion of the Sutherlands reaches a peak. King Devron leads a strike force aboard a flying ship 
with Jareth (the hand of the Duke) and King’s brother Petroff. They use the Arcane’s own flying ship 
Reaper to deploy a secret weapon. The King had met with a Gold Dragon and was given 7 seals of power 
that were to power a dimensional gate to lock out the Arcane from coming into our plane. The first 6 
placements went well, but on the 7th the Kings forces were ambushed by Shadow Arcane and after a 
terrible battle the King’s brother Petroff was killed and taken off by the arcane. Just as the King was 
about to be overwhelmed, he pulled out his Scepter of Power and invoked the great destructive magic 
that was stored within. This battle marked the end of the tide of arcane coming into this plane, however 
there were many battles left to be fought. 

 
December 599 
 

Siege of Sudbyr- The town of Verfel was siege by a massive arcane host. The brave defenders withstood 
several attempts to take the city. Each time the defenders would be close to breaking Grimly would 
appear with a host of undead and push the arcane back long enough for the defenders to rally. The siege 
was not lifted until Baron Kraken and his Noble court combined with Dwarven allies appear behind the 
arcane army and attack in concert with the defenders to totally rout the arcane army. The army breaks 
once Kraken kills the Arcane General that rode into war on the huge Adamantite Spider golem. 

 
January 600 
 

Several accounts of Arcane forces totally wiping out Orbannian army contingents. Several areas of 
LaRochelle are totally over ran with Arcane troops. Isles D’Honig Prepare for the Arcane invasion by 
evacuating all outlying cities and moving their libraries into hidden vaults. Entire fleet sets sail to 
remote locations in order to minimize losses. Sadhe army is ambushed while marching to defend its 
borders. Arcane destroy 2/3’rds of the army with little loss in return. Duke Timothy orders all Sadhe 
troops to garrison closest defendable towns and await further orders. First Arcane show up in 
Cerroneth. Invasions land at Sunhillow and Neviyin, the Arcane army marches directly into the heart of 
Cerroneth. The first city they encounter is Coppersville. In a single day the entire population of 
Coppersville is killed. Not a single resurrection is reported from the entire town. Prince By-Tor orders 
all troops to return to garrisons. The Knights of the Silver Rose begin stationing more members in 
strategic locations throughout the country. 

 
February 600 

Reports in both Clanthia and Cerroneth of Huge Golems being fired during sieges with cannon and 
trebuchet over the defender’s walls. This is a new tactic and causes terrible destruction against the 
defenders. Castle Kasagi falls to the Arcane – Kasagi himself is left hanging prisoner from the 
battlements. Fort Kynhelm also falls to the Arcane in short order, the arcane are continuing their march 
on. Baroness Aridne and Corwin rescue Kasagi during a daring night raid. Several Arcane airships 
appear and begin tracking the Baroness and her party. Reports of Huge armies of Arcane and Golems are 
reportedly seen marching on Velyadin. Cerronethian army prepares for upcoming siege. Knight Master 
Broc orders all available Rose Knights make haste to the capital to prepare the defense force. 

 
March 600 
 

Battle of Arras Pass in Northern Sadhe- Sadhe scouts ambush and kill 6 arcane and 32 stone constructs 
that were moving up the coastline. Imperial Moral greatly improves. All Arcane forces in the 
Sutherlands begin to march towards Tiksylvan. Emperor Devron call for fortification of Tiksylvan. 
 

  



April 600 
 

Huge Battle on the fields before Tiksylvan, Emperor Devron is defeated and withdraws behind the walls 
of Tiksylvan. Several more Airships are spotted heading towards the city. 

 
May 600 
 

Darkholm sallies forth to meet the arcane on the field, Devron orders them to withdraw, but they refuse. 
Defenders take heart and rally to the Gold and Black. The arcane are thrown into disarray and begin to 
falter. However, the siege continues as the defenders are pushed back. 

June 600 
 

Morgrim Invokes the Rite of Summoning and brings forth the Nine Winds Graveyard in the midst of 
the arcane troops. Numerous undead begin to rampage throughout the armies of the Arcane. 
However, reports of uncontrolled undead appearing throughout the lands increase. 

 
July 600 
 

Devron again calls upon the Favor of the Dragons and begins to cast powerful destructive magics into the 
ranks of the arcane. Together with the Baronies of the Sutherlands the Arcane are decimated, their 
transportation magic does not save them due to the planar seals in place. The Arcane go on the 
defensive. 

 
August 600 
 

The Arcane armies are defeated on the field of battle near Vel’yadin, all arcane forces in Cerroneth are 
driven out with only 2 air ships surviving for retreat. The Sutherlands call on help from Cerroneth’s 
armies.  
 

September 600 
Combined forces from Throughout the Sutherlands and Cerroneth attack the Arcane generals and 
wipe out the command structure of the Arcane. Arcane forces are scattered throughout the lands and 
the siege of the Arcane is broken. Scores of uncontrolled Golems are released throughout the kingdom. 
 

October 600 
 

La Rashelle and Isle D’Honig return to their cities to rebuild after their decimations. Emperor Devron 
begins to tour this Empire and help rebuild the kingdom. Prince By-Tor returns to the lands of 
Cerroneth and the rebuilding effort begins. Scores of Undead appear throughout the land and find 
little resistance left in the land. 

 
November 600 

 
Knight Master Broc and the order of the Silver Rose complete their quest for the fabled blade Silver 
Thorn. Their journey took them deep into the White Spur Mountains where they found a vast 
collection of antiquities that were being kept by a keeper of balance. By completing the trials set before 
them, the knights were given Silverthorne along with several historic tomes from their orders earliest 
days. With the return of these items the order’s ranks swell quickly with new knight aspirants. Prince 
By-Tor invites Emperor Devron to Cerroneth and they tour the ravaged countryside. Devron 
commends the citizens of Cerroneth for their support of the Sutherlands by leaving several units of his 
blood guard to help train the armies of Cerroneth. 

 
  



December 600 
 
Scores of undead begin assembling around areas of the countryside. Citizens of Cerroneth turn to Prince 
By-Tor for guidance and he orders all citizens into the remaining cities. However, many did not make the 
pilgrimage and refused the evacuation call. Later accounts report that none who remained outside of the 
walls survived the undead hordes, and several stories describe the bodies of once loyal citizens being 
reanimated and fighting against By-Tor’s forces. Contact with all citizens from the Jarinth Peninsula 
through the Njal Mountain area is lost during this time. 

 
January 601 

 
 Martin Tranth’Kane uncovers an area of untapped Celestial power during his adventures. He petitions 
for and is given the lands to form an Arcanum for Cerronethian Mages. During this time several 
wondrous items are discovered and brought to the vaults of this haven of knowledge. During this time 
the cities of Cerroneth are besieged by hordes of lesser undead, the Knights of the Rose and several 
other heroes continue to destroy these abominations, however larger and more intelligent undead 
beings are rumored to be stirring. Rumors of a Necromantic circle being created in the Ethule woods 
cause several young knights to swear vision quests and leave the shelter of cities to search out and 
destroy the coven. 

 
February 601 

 
Whisper, the Draco Liche, has broken free from the Nine Winds Graveyard and is said to be rampaging 
through the Sutherlands. Devron asks for more Aid from Prince By-Tor.  The Prince along with several 
of his closest champions depart and head to Clanthia in hopes of driving back the dark menace. 
Without the Prince and most of the Heroes the lands of Cerroneth are left to defend their towns and 
hold their ground until the return of the Prince. In the Sutherlands undead by the hundreds are 
appearing and Necromancers continue to conjure foul magic to attack the cities. The lands of 
Darkholme bar their gates and turn away all visitors. Sudbyr braces for the brunt of the undead push 
from the west. 

 
March 601 

 
Reports of a huge Naval battle on the Sea of Tears. Several sightings of undead beasts in the waters 
and even a rumor of the dreaded Undead Kraken stirring. The small Cerronethian Navy is forced to 
return back to port to escape total destruction. The Prince’s flag ship Cerro’s Claw executes a daring 
run through the gauntlet to reach Port O’Sonya in Darkholme. Here they are transported to Clanthia 
by the Warlord Morgrim Thaoin himself. Morgrim warns of the coming of the 4, but when pressed will 
say nothing further. 

 
April 601 

 
Storm Lake is suddenly turned completely to blood. From this lake comes the embodiment of War. He 
destroys every village near the lake and begins to walk east leaving a trail of destruction behind him. 
Elves from Cha’lani and the savage elves from the Wild Elf woods ride out to Koth’ya in order to try and 
stop its destruction. However, reports say their enchanted arrows and potent battle magics rained down 
on this lone being with no effect at all. The elves were forced to retreat and allow the Avatar of War to 
move unimpeded towards the Sea of Tears. 

 
May 601  

 
Storm lake is drained and allowed to refill after several cleansing rituals the water is now clear and 
clean. Reports from Clanthia tell of 4 horsemen rampaging through the Sutherlands. 
Several merchants recount stories of soldiers in Green and Brown fighting alongside the Purple and 
Gold of Emperor Devron during these dark times. Nothing is heard from Prince By-Tor, and the 
populace begins to fear for the prince’s safety. General Newlyn gathers a small force and begins the 
journey to Clanthia in search of answers about the prince’s wellbeing. 



 
June 601 

 
Newlyn returns with By-Tor and the remaining Cerronethian troops. The Prince has been wounded by 
the powerful Pestilence blade wielded by one of the 4 horsemen. Several of the greatest scholars begin 
researching ways to cure the wound. Ulrich, the lore master of the Silver Rose discovers a text 
describing a potent healing potion that he believes will cure the prince. A small force is commissioned 
and sent North to the edges of the Frost Lands in search of the rare Ice lotus. After several encounters 
with Yeti and Frost Giants the band locates one of the plants and claims it. The journey is rumored to 
have cost several of the party members a good portion of their life essence. 

 
July 601 

 
Ulrich and Martin Tranth’Kane with the help of Keeebler and several other great alchemists are able to 
concoct a healing potion that allows Prince By-tor to slowly recover from his grievous wounds. During 
this time the tides of undead begin to recede and the corpses seem to gather in certain areas as if 
waiting for something. 

 
August 601 
 

It is revealed that Silas Angbor one of the most powerful lich masters has been creating hordes of 
undead in hopes of carving out his own empire and secure himself a seat of power. He begins to direct 
attacks towards several of the Knightly strongholds, reducing several to nothing more than ash. The 
remaining Rose Knights rally to Vel’yadin in hopes of securing the capital. Prince By-Tor is said to be 
recovering while still under the care of several of the most powerful healers in Cerroneth. 
Rumors swirl of a Purple and Gold portal appearing in the castle forming a direct link to Clanthia. 
Devron himself is said to be helping the prince regain his strength. 

 
September 601 

 
By-tor emerges looking slightly weakened but on the mend. He orders the armies to begin purging the 
land of the undead. Silas is pushed back into the Lesser Sands, taking refuge in a great black pyramid 
there. Reports of an armada of Ghostly ships amassing in the Gulf of Maelstroms begin pouring in. The 
Druidic order from the Enclave discovers the ritual of unbinding for this Ghost Fleet. Several of their 
members sacrifice their life force in order to destroy this fleet. 

 
October 601 

 
Combined forces from the Cerronethian army, the Enclave, and the Elven nations march to war on Silas 
in his Ziggurat of the night. When Silas hears of the forces gathered against him, he casts a powerful 
ritual that enacts perpetual Night. With the Land covered in shadows Silas unleashes his undead upon 
the Armies of Good. Thousands of soldiers are lost and the hordes of undead continue to grow. However, 
Silas is undone by a strike force of young heroes that brave the Ziggurat and assault the master 
necromancer before he can complete his ritual. In repayment for their brave service the prince 
establishes them as the “Order of the Storm” and awards to them lands and titles. 

 
November 601 

 
Silas Angbor is banished from the realms of Cerroneth through a powerful ritual that allowed him to be 
locked inside the Nine winds Graveyard. However, during this time Silas reveals that the 4 Horsemen 
will be visiting Cerroneth and enacting his revenge. The Prince leads an impromptu strike force into 
Clanthia in aims to destroy the Horsemen before they can return to devastate his lands. 

 
  



December 601 
 
The armies of Clanthia with the help of the Cerronethian contingent are successful in defeating the 4 
horsemen and binding their essence into Ceremonial masks that are then locked away in secret 
locations known only to master of Balance Talyn Keinhelm. A feast is held for the returning heroes of 
Cerroneth, and rumors of a silver dragon being spotted flying around the kingdom during this time. 
 

January 602 
 
Before the end of Winter, a Huge host of orcs invade from the Bad Lands. A powerful warlord Ulgore 
Eadmasher leads a powerful invasion force through the lesser sands and over the Khazad-nala 
Mountains and deep into Dhoesenine County. They begin fortifications in the area around Morgan 
Flats. Townspeople begin to report missing cattle and burned fields. The armies of Cerroneth are able 
to contain the force and hold them in check. 

 
February 602 

 
The Orcish invasion moves east through Ethule and Eboneir County, pillaging as they go. The army 
garrisons are swept away and soon the land is in flames. An elven army from Cadell Forrest gathers at 
the borders of the forest protecting their home from the orcs. However, they refuse to leave the woods 
and watch as towns are put to the torch. The prince calls for all outlying towns to garrison up and 
prepare to withstand the upcoming invasion. 

 
March 602 

 
Cerronethian Army is defeated at Koth Steppes and forced to retreat back to the Willowine River. The 
entire southern half of the Kingdom is not totally overrun with orcs and goblins. The remaining armies 
gather at Willowdale, Shade and Vander to provide a line of defense for the Northern portion of the 
kingdom. Reports of entire towns being burned to the ground are filtered through refugees fleeing 
from the South. 

 
April 602 

 
 A huge host of Frost Giants and Ice creatures invades From the Frost Lands. It seems an alliance 
between the Giants and the Orcs has been formed. With little defense in the north the Giants rampage 
all the way down the Jerinth Peninsula and through to the Njal Mountains. The entirety of Ruthir 
County is taken by the Giants. Their southern progress is only slowed by the heroic defense by the 
Rangers and druids. By-tor finds his country assailed from the North and South. With little Choice he 
orders his troops to retreat and regroup. 

 
May 602 

 
 General Newlyn D’Arthi leads a small band of soldiers on a series of raids along the supply lines to the 
south. The Orcs are taken by surprise and soon many of their troops are deserting in search of food and 
greener pastures. Discipline is restored as Ulgore has hundreds of his own troops killed as an example. 
The Southern battle lines are hard pressed to hold back the Green tide. 

 
June 602 

 
 The Order of the Storm, led by the Elder druid Mandis, take an oath to defeat Ulgore and cut the head 
off of the orc menace. They utilize magical means to locate and attack Headmasher himself. The order 
of the Storm is decimated during their fight with Ulgore, but they are unsuccessful in capturing the 
warlord. The Orcs become enraged at this act and redouble their attacks. The Southern battle front 
crumbles and the forces of Cerroneth are forced to retreat to the areas around Dethel and Yute. 

 
 
 



July 602 
 
By-Tor challenges Ulgore to personal Combat for control of Cerroneth. The warlord accepts and the 
duel is fought on the field outside of Vel’yadin. The two struggles in an awesome display of strength 
and battle prowess. After several heated minutes By-Tor cleaves the mighty Orc warlord’s head from 
his shoulders with the mighty sword Wyrmfang. The death of the Warlord throughs the orcs into 
chaos as lesser warlords struggle to regain control. 

 
August 602 

 
The Orcs in the south become unorganized and are pushed back with great effort. Seeing their allies 
faltering the Frost Giants begin to retreat north. Many powerful artifacts and treasure are taken back 
to the frost lands during this time. 

 
September 602 

 
As order is restored in the lands of Cerroneth several groups of travelers arrive at the capital and 
demand an audience with the Prince. These travelers wear Burgundy Tabards with a Gold Lion on 
their breast. By-Tor admits these travelers and a meeting takes place that lasts several days. 

 
October 602 

 
As the strange travelers leave the Prince announce that the Sutherlands have been invaded and Devron 
has been overthrown. It seems the Carpathians are now the controlling power of the Sutherlands. 

 
November 602 

 
Small Bands of Refugees come to Cerroneth Fleeing the Carpathian invaders of the Sutherlands. These 
Refugees are greeted with open arms and begin to settle in the area known as the Dragon’s Teeth. 

 
December 602 

 
First reports of Carpathian scouts seen around the lands of old Darkholme. Prince Bytor orders his 
troops to garrison all border forts to prepare to hold back the impending invasion. 

 
January of 603 

 
Last pockets of Frost Giants exterminated from Cerroneth. The druids and Rangers led by The High 
Druid Julian, formed up and began to cast restorative magic on the lands that were tainted by the 
frost giants and their elemental slaves. 

 
February 603 
 

Bytor orders the borders closed between Cerroneth and the occupied Sutherlands. Carpathians begin to 
gather in numbers around newly constructed garrisons. Several diplomats from Carpathia are sent to 
meet with the Prince, but these are sent away without meeting with By Tor. The Prince remains a loyal 
supporter of Devron’s return to power. 

March 603 
 
Several small skirmishes reported between Carpathians and Cerronethian troops. Soldiers report 
seeing small numbers of the fabled Blood Guard appearing and fighting against the Carpathians. 
Rumors of a movement to return Devron back into power quickly spread throughout the lands. By 
Tor refuses to comment on the existence of any such movement. 

 
 
 
 



April 603 
 
Devron himself meets with By Tor and an official alliance is announced. The lands of Cerroneth are now 
officially at war with the Carpathian invaders. Devron begins summoning all of planar allies. By Tor 
rallies his troops and forms a War Council with Devron, High Druid Riak, and himself. 

 
May 603 

 
The War council orders raiding to begin against the occupied Sutherlands. General Newlyn and Knight 
Master Broc personally lead their troops on these information gathering raids. Casualties are initially 
heavy. Upon returning Broc announces publicly that there are Carpathian spies in the lands of 
Cerroneth. Widespread feeling of distrust begins to spread among the populace. 

 
June 603 

 
Full fledge fighting along the borders have broken out. The Knights of the Rose are recalled to guard 
the Royal family after several failed assassination attempts. Heroes are sent on quests to weaken the 
Carpathian war machines. Several accounts are given of the attacks on Clanthia, but all agree that the 
Carpathian occupying forces are decimated by the efforts of Devron and By Tor. 

 
July 603 

 
The final push to reclaim the Sutherlands begin with a massed force of Cerronethian and other allies of 
Devron routing the remaining Carpathians. The defenders soon are in disarray and quickly pushed from 
the lands. Casualties are horrendous as Devron urges By Tor to show no quarter to the Carpathians. 

 
August 603 

 
Prince By-Tor returns to Vel’yadin triumphantly. King Devron has been reinstalled as the rightful ruler 
of the Sutherlands. During his return the Prince learns that his father King Robert Von Crimson has 
fallen ill. The joyful celebrations of victory are hollow as the Prince fears for his father’s well-being. 

 
September 603 

 
Von Crimson falls into a coma and is brought into the Rose Keep with an honor guard of Knights of the 
Rose to watch over him. There are reports of small Carpathian warbands sneaking into Cerroneth and 
wreaking havoc. These warbands are destroyed, but not before they extract a heavy toll on the populace. 
By-Tor focusses his efforts on rebuilding and healing the country. 

 
October 603 

 
Rumors surface that King Robert has died. The Prince is overcome with grief and undertakes a great 
quest to find a way to bring his father back to life. The lands of Cerroneth erupt in turmoil and unrest. 
Factions begin to form as different powers struggle for their claim on the Crown of Cerroneth. 

 
November 603 

 
Three powerful leaders emerge vying for the title of King. Each man proclaims himself King. They are 
known to the lands as The White King, The Red King, and The Black King. Supporters for each begin to 
wear tabards proclaiming their loyalties and tensions mount. 

 
December 603 

 
In a bold move, The Red King attacks the camps of both of his rivals. His plan appears to backfire as he is 
captured by the Black king and executed in short order. The followers of the Red King quickly don either 
the black or white and migrate over to their new camps respectively. 

 



January 604 
 
The Knights of the Rose ride out in Search of By-Tor to warn him of the state of the kingdom. Their 
entire order is condemned as traitors by the Black king. His followers begin to destroy any property of 
the Rose knights they can locate. 

 
February 604 

 
The White king begins traveling the lands of Cerroneth seeking unity and cooperation among the 
people. His message of hope and prosperity begins to take hold and his numbers begin to Swell. Many 
entire troop units defect from the Black Kings armies. 

 
March 604  

 
The Black king is unveiled as a Necromancer! He has been bolstering his troop numbers by animating 
the dead. Many of his followers try to leave when they find out his nature, however they are murdered 
and animated in turn. Several other powerful necromancers step forward and begin summoning all 
manner of undead abominations. 

 
April 604 

 
The battle of the Vengeful Glade- Forces from the White king ambush a traveling cabal of necromancers 
and undead in service to the Black king. The Necromancers are swiftly dispatched. 
Leaderless many of the undead escape into the countryside during this battle. Forces from the White 
king are hailed as heroes throughout the lands. 

 
May 604  

 
The Black king begins desecrating the lands and brings a host of undead to the outskirts of Vel’yadin. 
Entire Towns are wiped out as the evil horde consumes everything in its path. The White king sends 
magical emissaries out asking for help from the Fabled Rose Knights. 

 
June 604 

 
 The siege of Vel’yadin begins. The defenders, and the White King himself, fight day and night against a 
seemingly unending tide of undead horrors. Refugees continue to funnel into the city until there is no 
more room. Those unfortunate souls that cannot make it into the relative safety of the capital are 
quickly killed and animated into eternal servitude towards the Black king. 

 
July 604  

 
Vel’yadin is betrayed from within. Several high-ranking city officials are found to be conspiring with 
discorpreal undead beings. They are found to be poisoning the food stocks and giving the Black King 
vital information. The city is in despair. Many run madly into the arms of oblivion, preferring to destroy 
as many of the enemy as they can before they are killed themselves. 

 
August 604 

 
As the city is on the brink of starvation a small contingent of Druids and Rangers arrive and begin 
cleansing the lands. They cast protective magics about the city and begin to funnel in supplies through 
secret routes. Hope begins to build within the walls of Vel’yadin. 

 
  



September 604  
 
A group of Rose knights return from their quest. They have come to help destroy the undead 
abominations. Knight Master Broc is among those that return, and he quickly musters a decisive counter 
attack. With the help of the newly arrived Rose Knights great headway is made in driving back the 
undead horde. 

 
October 604 

 
In a daring raid against the Black King the forces Vel’yadin are able to lock many of his powerful 
undead away in the Nine winds Graveyard. The attack catches the Black King completely off guard and 
he is almost destroyed by the blade Silverthorn. Grievously wounded the Black king retreats and the 
siege of Vel’yadin is lifted. 

 
November 604 

 
The Forces of the Black King retreat and try to regroup after countless losses. Several Towns are 
reported to defect over to the camp of the White King. As the Black king’s forces retreat, they are 
reported to be burning fields and salting the grounds in order to deny assets to the White King. 
 

December 604 
 
The Druids grove ally’s themselves with the White King after countless reports of the Black Kings 
followers destroying natural animals whenever they encounter them. Several Ranger contingencies 
harass the outlying forces inflicting heavy casualties. The High Druid Mandis unleashes the ancient 
power of the Tree Ents to help shore up the defenses of the White King. 

 
******Due to the amount of ancient power unleashed by the combination of all of the Highest mages 
in the land a massive backlash occurs. This anomaly becomes known as “The Barrier”. The lands of 
Cerroneth are removed from the reality of the current timeline. Within the lands of Cerroneth time 
continues on, but to the rest of the Universe time is frozen in place. This last for 1000 years. The 
residual effect carries on until the magical surges plays out and allows the lands of Cerroneth to get 
back in “sync” with the rest of the timeline. *********** 

 
January 1605 

 
With the renewed number of soldiers, the White King begins to mount an offensive push to unify the 
Kingdom. The order of the Fang, a Druidic order, helps the troops move through previously impassible 
forests and wetlands. This advantage begins to tip the scale in favor of the White Kings forces. During 
this time rumors of unrest in Clanthia filter in through the rumor mongers. It seems as King Devron is 
under siege from greater undead. Devron ask for aid from his ally’s in Cerroneth, but only the White 
King sends any aid to the beleaguered King. 

 
February 1605 

 
The war of the Sutherlands spills over from Clanthia into Cerroneth. As the Undead from the Lich 
Akeems army trickle into Cerroneth they are quickly absorbed into the ranks of the Black King. It 
becomes evident that the Black King possess the ability to quickly and permanently control all forms of 
undead horrors, including the Greater Undead that soon act as his champions and Generals. This 
begins to tip the scales back in favor of the Black King. However, the siphoning off of the undead from 
the Clanthia warfront allows Devron and the Heroes of the Sutherlands to begin reclaiming their cities 
and towns. 

 
  



March 1605 
 
The Red King is sighted walking the lines of the Black Kings army. Reports come in that the Red King 
has been reanimated as a Greater Death Knight now in the camp of the Black King. With his new 
champion bolstering his lines the Undead begin to reclaim the upper hand in the battle. The towns are 
left in ruins and burned wrecks. The constant battles have left the lands ruined. No crops are left, and 
all trade is ground to a halt. The lands of Cerroneth enter into a dark time of unrest. 

 
April 1605 

 
Reports of Heroes working for both the White and Black Kings. Many take advantage of the chaos and 
begin practicing the forbidden arts of necromancy. The White King continues to forbid the practice of 
Necromancy in his army. Reports of a red armored warrior traveling the lands and killing anything they 
find. Several knights take oaths to kill this beast, however none that undertake this quest ever return. 

 
 
May 1605 

 
A powerful coven of Necromancers begins casting a ritual to remove all Celestial powers on this plane. 
Hundreds are sacrificed to this dark Ritual. Upon completion all Celestial casters report being cut off 
from their magical source. With the loss of their celestial magics hundreds of scholars begin a crusade 
against all Earth Casters. 

 
June 1605 
 

Celestial magic’s are back! Even the combined Necromancers were unable to fuel the ritual indefinitely. 
The guild of shadows take credit for ending the ritual by carrying out the assassination of the Grand 
Necromancer VashCul. With the demise of the leader the Grand Coven begins to turn on themselves 
and try to vie for power. Reports the Red Butcher begin to circulate among the towns to the South. 
With his master destroyed the Red armored Death Knight is left to pillage and kill under his own free 
will. Countless lives are lost to his depraved blades. 

 
July 1605 

 
The White King is poisoned! His court healers are able to save his life force; however, the King is in a 
weakened state and cannot lead his troops in battle. The Black Kings Forces surge forward, and the 
White Kings hold on the lands seem to be slipping away. A small camp of Necromancers is discovered 
in the forests near Celibhar, the Order of the Rose swear to root out the corruption and begin to wage 
lightning raids on the dark acolytes. 

 
August 1605 

 
While the White King regains his strength, he calls upon his ally, King Devron, to help defeat the Terror 
that is the Black King. Messengers are sent to the Sutherlands asking for aid, but it is a long journey and 
the defenders can only hope that some of the emissaries are not intercepted. The questing Knights 
scatter the acolytes; however, they are unable to destroy their leader. The knights are pushed back when 
the Red armored warrior appears and slays half of their number. 

 
September 1605 

 
The White King is weakening, and reports of desertion among some of his troops continue to rise. A 
small contingency of Knights continues to rally the defenders to hold the line, but without aid the Black 
king will prevail. The White King prepares for the All Hallows return of the Graveyard. Citizens are 
warned to prepare to remain indoors and secure their homes. Small bands of undead begin to appear 
on outlying areas and packs of ghouls are seen gathering in the shells of old abandoned towns. 

 
 



October 1605 
 

The return of the Graveyard allows for the Black Kings forces to rally and free their trapped 
commanders. Entire towns disappear overnights as they are overran with the undead hordes. The 
entire Cerronethian lands are claimed by the Black King. Vel’yadin is the only remaining stronghold for 
the White King. Without proper provisions the siege will not hold out more than a couple of months. 

 
November 1605 

 
Devron has sent aid! A small contingency of Blood Guard arrives in Vel’yadin and announce that the 
Army of the Sutherlands are no more than a week away from arriving to help lift the siege. Spirits soar 
and the defenders gain heart at the prospect of help arriving. With the departure of the Graveyard and 
the Black house, the land is wrapped in a blanket of quite repose. The dead are buried, and the living 
continues to recover from the hard times they have undergone. 

 
December 1605 

 
The army of the Sutherlands have been repelled. After a long battle the forces of the Black King are 
able to drive back Devron and his army. In a last-ditch effort, the White king himself challenges the 
Black king to a duel to the death for the lands of Cerroneth. On the fields before Vel’yadin the two 
kings fight a duel for the ages. When the battle is over the White king is injured, but the Black king has 
been utterly destroyed. With the death of their master, many of the lesser undead turn to dust, and the 
Greater undead flee to the safety of crypts and tombs. - The Reign of the White King continues 
peacefully as trade begins to pick up. Land is parceled and given to the citizens in order to be farmed 
and kept productive. With the undead threats gone, the citizens are able to begin to rebuild their 
homes. 

 
January 1606 

 
A discovery of a magical book is reported by the Arcanum. Once opened many strange and fantastic 
creatures poured out of the pages and begin to cause havoc throughout the kingdom. 

 
February 1606 

 
Reports of a large Wolf attacking merchant caravans. It is said to wear a red cape and attack anyone 
who approaches. Rangers and Druids cannot explain this behavior and it is concluded that this beast 
was released from the opening of the Magical Tomb. 

 
March 1606 

 
Citizens report a wooden man approaching and asking for a cure for his condition. If questioned, he 
seems unable to speak in anything but lies and soon runs towards the woods vowing to return and find 
his cure. 

 
April 1606  

 
The King orders the Arcanum to inspect the book in an effort to find a way to return the magical beings 
to the pages. Several master sages are rumored to be driven insane from reading the text without proper 
magical protections. 

 
May 1606 

 
Progress is made around recapturing the magical beasts. However, each is found to have a specific 
weakness, and unless that weakness is exploited, and the beasts returned to the book in their weakened 
state they will only reappear outside of the book somewhere in the lands. 

 
 



June 1606 
 
The Barony of Morlond helps recapture the dreaded beast known as the Jabberwocky. They used the 
fabled vorpal sword to mortally wound the beast and then brought the beast and the blade to the book. 
Once they were close the beast and the blade were absorbed back onto the pages. 

 
July 1606 

 
More creatures were returned to the cursed Book. However, reports of a Goose that lays Golden eggs 
being held by townsfolk. The King orders all escaped creatures must be returned to the Book and 
mandates that all heroes undertake this quest. 

 
August 1606 

 
Several bands of heroes roam the land continuing to return the creatures back into the book. Strange 
experiences are reported all over the kingdom, however the combined might of the heroes and the 
king’s army begins to make progress on their mission. 

 
September 1606 

 
Several units of soldiers are reported to have deserted their posts and joined up with a creature known 
only as “The Queen of Hearts”. Those who meet this being seem to fall solidly under her sway. With this 
development the King directs his efforts to returning the “Queen” back into the book. 

 
October 1606 

 
Battle of Blood Pass- The Cerronethian army corners the deserters in a pass near the wilds of old 
Kyranth. For days they try to negotiate peace, however it is found that the soldiers were under a very 
powerful dominance enchantment. The army incapacitates as many of the afflicted soldiers as they can, 
still hundreds are killed in this battle. Aid is requested from the Arcanum as to how to overcome this 
spell. 

 
November 1606 

 
With the help of several heroes the Master Mages of the Arcanum unearth an artifact known as the 
“Mirror of Truth”. Looking into this potent item instantly cures any mental afflictions of a victim. The 
slow process of reclaiming the soldiers begins. With her forces depleted the Queen of Hearts disappears 
into the wilds. 

 
December 1606 

 
As the last of the creatures are returned to the book more frequent sightings of the Queen of Hearts are 
reported. In an act of desperation, she attempts to steal the Book of Fables from the High magister of the 
Arcanum. With the combined might of all the heroes she is driven back into the book and the cursed 
Tomb is sealed away in the darkest corner of the Arcanum. 

 
January 1607 
 

Winter comes to Cerroneth quickly. All rivers are frozen solid. Townsfolks are reportedly found frozen to 
death in their beds. Livestock and crops are decimated. Rumors fill the lands that Robert Von Crimson 
once again walks the lands. 

 
February 1607 

 
Bands of Orcs and goblins attack towns in attempts to gain supplies and food. Desperation drives 
these monsters to attack well defended strongholds, apparently preferring death in battle over a slow 
death of starvation. Druids warn that the extreme temperatures are not natural. 



March 1607 
 
Demand for food is extremely high. Starvation is a serious threat to the citizens. Neighbors begin to 
raid neighbors in order to feed their families. Travel is almost nil, as the temperatures continue to drop 
to subzero temperatures. 

 
April 1607 

 
Raiding parties of Frost Giants descend from the North. Winter wolves are seen in the forests more 
frequently. Malnourished defenders are unable to stop the advances of the Frozen warriors and the 
northern portion of Cerroneth quickly falls under their control. Small pockets of resistance fighters hold 
out. The pockets of warriors later report seeing Von Crimson himself aiding in the defense of the lands. 

 
May 1607 

 
Messengers from the plane of fire bring news that the eternal flames of their realm is slowly being put 
out. Large portions of the plane of fire are being overrun with strange ice formations. 

 
June 1607 

 
Heroes from Cerroneth begin to travel to the Plane of Fire and begin to help destroy the strange ice 
formations. With the destruction of each formation the Fire Plane burns brighter. 
Temperatures seem to turn for the better, and hope returns to the lands. The Planar Primarch states that 
the True King walks the lands again. The search for Von Crimson begins. 

 
July 1607 
 

The struggle to restore the plane of fire continues. On Terra the plane of ice begins to manifest with rifts 
opening all throughout the kingdom. Townsfolks report seeing beings made of ice come from the portals 
and raiding nearby homesteads. These beings take their prisoners back into their icy realms. The reasons 
for these kidnappings are unknown. 

 
August 1607 

 
Rumors of Ice Reaver sightings spread throughout the lands. Strange hybrid creatures are pillaging the 
lands. Citizens are fearful of being taken to the ice realm and being turned into these horrible 
creatures. 

 
September 1607 

 
Massive waves of ice elementals pour forth from rifts and begin to transform the lands into an icy 
wasteland. The armies are able to hold the major cities and towns. As the tide turns against Cerroneth, 
Robert Von Crimson reveals himself at the head of an army of survivors. He begins to wage a war on 
every ice creature he can find. 

 
October 1607 

 
The armies of elementals continue to terrify the populace. Townsfolk are forced to kill their former 
comrades and neighbors that have been turned into icy monstrosities. Von Crimson brings his force to 
Vel’yadin and meets with the White King personally. 

 
November 1607 

 
The first fire portals begin to open. Now that the Fire plane is back to full strength the Planar Lord acts to 
restore the balance by aiding Terra against the cold invaders. With the appearance of the fire portals the 
lands begin to thaw. Robert Von Crimson emerges from Vel’yadin as the King once more. The white king 
abdicates the thrown and undertakes a planar quest in the Kings name. The two remain loyal friends. 



December 1607 
 
The combined might of the Heroes of the lands and the Flame knights sent from the Planar Lord the ice 
invaders are pushed back. With the appearance of the fire creatures the Ice Giants flee back to their 
kingdom and the process of healing begins anew in the lands of Cerroneth. 

 
January 1608 

 
The lands are still recovering from the yearlong freeze. As the temperatures begin to normalize the 
citizens begin to venture out and repair their defenses. Rumors of a fleet of raiding ships that are 
prowling the western coast of Cerroneth. 

 
February 1608 

 
The thawing rivers are soon filled with fast boats filled with raiders. Merchant ships report being 
boarded by raiders. Descriptions are unknown as most of the survivors simply say that they were 
knocked unconscious during the raids. 

 
March 1608 

 
The fleet that was thought to be a small raiding fleet is discovered to actually be an invading force. Blue 
skinned humanoids crew these ships and it is said they come from the deep seas and wish to enslave all 
land dwellers. 

 
April 1608 

 
The Cerronethian Navy engages the invaders in a massive fleet battle. The invading fleet is completely 
decimated. As the victorious Navy celebrates their cheers are turned to cries of pain as the blue 
skinned raiders emerge from the oceans depths and begin to assault the crews again. The navy is 
forced to withdraw and save what ships they can by returning to harbor. 

 
May 1608 

 
Sightings of the dreaded Kraken are reported. The beast is thought to have been summoned to these 
waters by the invaders. Other strange sea creatures are sighted throughout the waters. Fishermen are 
driven to shore, their nets shredded by the strange sea life. 

 
June 1608 

 
Bounties are placed on the dangerous creatures in the sea. Bands of Pirates and Privateers begin to 
retake the waterways. Reports of Sea serpents and water wyrms fill every tavern. Many crews that 
sail out in search of fortune never return to port. 
 

July 1608 
 
A Strange floating island appears off the coast, it is being towed by several ancient water wyrms. The 
raiders have arrived in mass. Hundreds of the blue skinned warriors poor onto the shores of Cerroneth. 

 
August 1608 

 
The island fortress anchors off the coast and the invaders continue to pour out of the caverns beneath 
the island. Small bands of adventurers land on the island and begin to explore the strange lands. 
Reports of a stone citadel at the center trickle back to the armies. It seems that these raiders are part of 
an underwater warrior culture that is trying to establish a stronghold above the waves. 

 
  



September 1608 
 
Several bands of heroes assault the stone Citadel but are repelled with very high casualties. They 
return with tales of huge egg chambers where these warriors are being bred. It seems that the enemy 
will win any battle of attrition. 

 
October 1608 

 
The arrival of the Graveyard and the Haunted House once again occurs. Several hundred of the raiders 
enter into the Black house and the doors seal themselves shut. Screams and sounds of battle can be 
heard for days, and then all is silent. 
 

November 1608 
 
The alchemist guild discovers that the raiders are extremely allergic to acid. They quickly develop an 
acidic weapon coating and deliver it to the heroes of the land. 

 
December 1608 

 
With the acid coated blades the heroes cut through the invaders in droves. A strike force assaults the 
stone citadel and there they find and slay what looks to be the warlord of the invasion. With his defeat 
the island begins to sink below the waves and even the Kraken retreats back into the watery depths. 

 
January 1609 

 
 Even as the island fortress descends back below the waves a huge army of orcs begins to mass around 
the southern shores. Caravans through the desert report seeing goblin outriders all along the trade 
routes. 

 
February 1609 

 
The Goblin Shaman Uk Uk begins to gather followers. He begins to order the Great woods burned in 
an effort to draw the elves into open warfare. 

 
March 1609 

 
The Elves enlist Heroes to help kill the evil Uk Uk and save the forests. The Druidic Enclave also sends 
a massive force as well. The combined might quickly scatter the goblin forces, Uk Uk disappears during 
the battle. 

 
April 1609 

 
The Great Forest is saved, and the elven nation vow eternal friendship towards the lands of Cerroneth. 
Townsfolk begin to rise up together and throw back the orcish hordes. 

 
May 1609 

 
 The orcish warband begins to turn on itself. Several lesser warlords try to take control of the entire 
warband. The horde is decimated by infighting and backstabbing. 

 
June 1609 

 
 The orcs are unified again under the leadership of a great warlord Targe Brokentusk, who is aided by 
the elusive Uk Uk. Together these two monsters reunite the warring factions and begin to once again 
wage war on the citizens of Cerroneth. 

 
  



July 1609 
 
 The King orders his armies to destroy the orcs. After several prolonged engagements the greenskins 
begin to lose their interest in the war. During the longest battle, on the fields outside of Cooperville, the 
heroes route the army and destroy both Uk and his warlord Targe. At the sight of their leaders demise 
the orcs quickly scatter. 

 
August 1609 

 
 Peace descends for a brief period on the lands. Citizens take this time to rebuild their homes, many 
spending extra time to fortify their fields and homesteads. 

 
September 1609  

 
Crops are harvested in record numbers, larders are filled throughout the land. It is a great time of 
prosperity throughout the lands of Cerroneth. 

 
October 1609 

 
The Angbors break free of their prisons within the Black house and stalk the lands of Cerroneth. Many 
villagers disappear without a trace. Fear stalks the nights, and multiple undead sightings are reported 
throughout the land. The graveyard fades back into the mists before all of the Undead lords can be 
returned to their crypts. Several are left to plague the lands continually. 

 
November 1609 

 
A dark tower appears almost overnight in the Lands of Celibhar. Hordes of undead are seen flocking 
to the catacombs beneath this tower. Many adventurers seek out the secrets of this tower, only to 
return with tales of madness and undeath. 

 
December 1609 

 
The Angbors reveal themselves and claim the lands around their tower as their own. A zone of death 
emanates from the tower barring any living beings from approaching within miles of this terrible 
place. 

 
January 1610 

 
Von Crimson decrees that no trade will be allowed with the Angbors. The tower is unapproachable, and 
many of the best minds begin to work on a plan to remove the protections from the Angbors. Rumors of 
black-market deals begin to surface despite the best efforts to keep trade down. 

 
February 1610 

 
Trade Caravans begin coming in that a fleet with sails of strangely colored silk has been seen moving 
along the coast lines of Cerroneth. When approached they are found to be friendly and offer many 
exotic and rare trade items. 

 
March 1610 

 
The kingdom is gifted with several hundred Jade Statues of fantastic creatures and warriors to decorate 
the palace and surrounding parks. Citizens quickly take to wearing jade accent pieces and jewelry. 

 
  



April 1610 
 
The Emperor from the Silk lands comes to Cerroneth to advocate an alliance. There are many that do not 
want to join with the strangers without doing more research. However, the treaty is signed, and an 
alliance is formed. 

 
May 1610 

 
The young alliance begins to fray almost immediately. The ideals of the Silk lands do not mesh with the 
Citizens of Cerroneth. Several small skirmishes break out when it is proclaimed that the Emperor 
should be held with more regard than King Von Crimson. 

 
June 1610 

 
The Emperor of the Silk lands demands to be placed above the King in the lands of Cerroneth. When he 
is immediately refused, he retreats to his command ship and all communication is broken off. 

 
July 1610 

 
All merchants and traders from the silk fleet return to their ships without explanation. All trade is 
halted and Cerronethians begin to wonder what the future holds. 

 
August 1610 

 
Treachery! In an overt act of war, the Silk Emperor animates all of the jade statues he had given to 
Cerroneth. These constructs wreak havoc on the lands. Scores of loyal Cerronethian troops are cut 
down before a proper defense can be put into place. 

 
September 1610 

 
The Siege of the Palace continues. The Jade constructs seem to regenerate damage that is done to 
them at an astonishing rate. The colleges of Magics can offer no insight into this phenomenon. 

 
October 1610 

 
A daring naval assault led by Admiral Billy Blackwell cripples many of the ships in the silk armada. The 
command ship is badly damaged and forced to retreat. Without the presence of the regenerating magics 
the jade constructs begin to be overwhelmed by the defenders. 

 
November 1610 

 
The last remaining jade constructs are destroyed. Scout ships are unable to locate the Silk Emperor or 
his remaining ships. 

 
December 1610 

 
The capital is repaired, and new trade routes are sought by less scrupulous adventurers. Cerronethians 
kept their taste for the exotic spices and the ever-elusive jade stones. 

 
January 1611 

 
The year begins with the Bloodmoon. Astrologers and mystics all predict that an upcoming disaster is 
coming. 

 
  



February 1611 
 
The King is dead. The Von Crimson bloodline has failed. Details are nonexistent. However, the lands 
are in chaos. Uncertainty is everywhere. Robert’s body is taken away by an honor guard of 5 
draconians. When questioned about the location of Robert’s remains no more details can be found. 

 
March 1611 

 
The Queen announces her children as heirs, the Infant Queens. There are rumors of other heirs, but all 
rumormongers are arrested for treason. 

 
April 1611 

 
Count Ruthir arrests Duchess Greymarch for treason and obliterates her. Ruthir announces his 
support for the First Son and denounces the Infant Queens. 

 
May 1611 

 
The borders of Markass and Sundir are sealed. Military factions begin declaring their allegiances for 
either the First son or the Infant Queens. Distrust and rumors run rampant over the lands. 

 
June 1611 

 
Dhoesenine declares for the Forgotten son and seals the borders of Haldras and Morlond. Trade grinds 
to a halt as everyone scrambles to claim a place next to the ruler of their choice. 

 
July 1611 

 
Border skirmishes break out between the two factions. Morlond’s navy taken into service by 
Dhoesenine. Renegade units declare for Dhoesenine’s faction and begin operations to the south. 
Riots and open conflict fill the lands. Bounties are placed on leaders from both sides. 

 
August 1611 

 
Both sides begin to destroy any remaining neutral parties. Faced with this choice the remaining 
undecided citizens begin to choose their sides as well. 

 
September 1611 

 
Dhoesenine’s forces win the field at the Battle of Haldras Pass. The infant Queens are secreted away 
into hiding in order to save them. The battle is massive and the losses to both sides were 
horrendous. 

 
October 1611 

 
A victory Feast is held by Dhoesenine’s forces. During the celebration they are attacked by the remnants 
of the rebel armies. The heroes side with Dhoesenine’s forces and soundly route the rebels. 

 
November 1611 

 
The lands are once again forced to rebuild and take stock of the horrible losses that have occurred due to 
the Succession war. 

 
December 1611 

 
Dhoesenine claims the crown fully and begins to work towards bridging the rifts that were formed during 
the war. The borders are opened again, and trade begins to trickle back into life. 



January 1612 
 
The lands are finally at peace. With a new King, a new noble court and increased trade Cerroneth is on 
the mend. In a public announcement all are welcomed to pledge their loyalty to the new ruling family. 

 
February 1612 

 
Trade begins to flourish. The Druids grove announces that the land is in the best shape it has been in 
remembered times. Times are good in the lands of Cerroneth. 

 
March 1612 

 
King Dhoesenine had been afflicted with a severe affliction. The court healers try many remedies, but 
nothing is able to help slow his descent into madness. Despair runs rampant. 

 
April 1612 

 
In order to save the King, the Queen has him put into a deep magical slumber. He is to be kept there 
until a cure can be found for his condition. 
 

May 1612 
 
With the King in his slumber the Queen takes over as the Ruler of Cerroneth. Shortly after the Queen is 
announced there are sightings of orcs and goblins moving throughout the realm. 

 
June 1612 

 
Trackers report seeing Orcs and Goblins in strangely militaristic formations. They are acting overly 
disciplined with no animosity between the troops. When approached the orcs and goblins look to be 
emotionless and almost totally silent and were said to have pure black eyes. 

 
July 1612 

 
The first waves of these strange black-eyed orcs begin to assault outlying towns. They advance without 
sound and when they attack their blows are slow, but deadly. They are cut down without a sound, 
however the defenders pay a heavy price in casualties. 

 
August 1612 

 
Larger numbers of these black eyed goblinoids are seen massing up for a full out attack. The Queen 
begins looking into the cause of these strange monsters. 

 
September 1612 

 
During one of the larger skirmishes near the borders of Morlond several of these orcs are captured. 
Upon testing them it is found that they are heavily tainted with the presence of a mysterious unknown 
magic.  The Queen then instructs the heroes of the lands to find the source of this taint. 

 
October 1612 

 
During the Escalating battles the leader of the Orcs, Marsh, is found to be channeling the same 
mysterious unknown magic into his troops through several rifts that have opened into the unknown. 
Several heroes go to their final death trying to destroy the beast that Marsh has become. 

 
  



November 1612 
 
Marsh leads his minions on a march to Vel’yadin itself. He decimates the ranks of the Cerronethian 
army. In an act of desperation all the heroes of the land push into the heart of the orc army and battle 
with Marsh. Again, several heroes are sent into their final death. Marsh is eventually destroyed causing a 
huge unstable magical backlash. All of the tainted orcs on the battlefield fall lifeless to the ground. 

 
December 1612 

 
With the heroes victorious they began to close the rifts. During this time, it was said that there were 
voices coming from the unknown that promised that “The Unmaker is near.” 

 
January 1613 

 
The Druidic order begins to warn of unusual pockets of strange magic opening throughout the land. They 
claim that there are cries for help throughout the planes. Several smaller demi planes become 
inaccessible, almost as if they disappear. 

 
February 1613 

 
Malcoar, the Primarch of Fire comes to Tyra and begins to campaign for aid against a being he calls the 
Trioth. He warns that the heralds of this beast will soon be seen. 

 
March 1613 

 
Grey Elves are reported being seen throughout the lands. They seem to be infused with powerful energies 
and they attack ruthlessly. Anyone they can capture is taken away and not seen from again. 

 
April 1613 

 
All of the Planar Primarchs report that their respective planes are being assaulted by the Unmaker. 
They ask for aid and warn that if everyone does not cooperate then everything will be consumed. 

 
May 1613 

 
Planar pockets begin opening throughout the land. However, these pockets are tainted with strange and 
powerful magic. Each elemental that comes through is enraged and attacks mindlessly until it is 
destroyed. The heroes begin to drive these wretches back to their planes, with each banished elemental 
their planes become stronger. 
 

June 1613 
 
Combined forces from all baronies and guilds march to meet the army of Grey Elves. Silas Angbor 
himself joins with the heroes to help drive back this planar menace. A huge battle ensues with scores of 
townspeople being killed. By the combined might of the Sister swords the Beast knows as the Trioth is 
put into a planar prison. 

 
July 1613 

 
With the closing of the rifts the planes are returned to their previous strengths. However, waves of 
underdark creatures begin pouring out of their realm. The beleaguered citizens are unable to call upon 
any of their planar allies. They are faced with defending their homes by themselves. With the combined 
efforts town is able to drive the underground beasts back down into their realm. 

 
  



August 1613 
 
Tymor is recognized by the Queen as a Barony in payment for their duties to the crown. On the same 
day the barony of Sundir is dissolved for committing traitorous actions. Baron Rico from the Enclave is 
given the Title of Count within the Kingdom Court. 

 
September 1613 

 
The lands are visited by an old foe. The Carpathians once again show up in the lands of Cerroneth. 
Several patrols are found throughout the kingdom. The heroes quickly dispatch the smaller forces, but 
several scouts escape back to their lines. 

 
October 1613 

 
The Black house reappears, and the Graveyard is once again thrown open. Undead run rampant 
throughout the lands. During this time of chaos, the Carpathians use the undead as a cover to begin 
moving more forces into the lands. The heroes are forced to lock the Graveyard and banish the 
Black house before they can look towards handling the Carpathian issues. 

 
November 1613 

 
Communication is broken down as more and more Carpathian troops are seen throughout the Kingdom. 
Travel is dangerous, and the Kingdom works to reopen their communication webs. Heroes continue to 
help the army to open these vital channels. 

 
December of 1613 

 
The Carpathians seem to have disappeared overnight. The small pockets that are found are destroyed. It 
seems that they have all retreated for the winter. 

 
January of 1614 

 
Several units of the Army report seeing shadowy figures throughout the wood lines of the country. Soon 
these shadows are given a face. They are found to be some sort of guerrilla warfare orc warriors. These 
fierce creatures quickly inflict horrendous wounds upon their targets and then seemingly fade away into 
the wood line. 

 
February 1614 

 
The Queen has been abducted.  The ringleader is found to be Gemma, the Queens chief spy master 
herself. Gemma had defected over to Carpathia and began to assault town in order to try and subvert 
the rule of the Queen. After withstanding several nighttime raids by Carpathian forces the heroes 
gathered all of town and rode out to free the Queen. There were several reports of heroes going over the 
Carpathian lines, but nothing has been confirmed as of yet. 

 
March 1614 
 
King Dhoesenine has been removed from his slumber and reunited with his Queen. The heroes of 
Cerroneth unite and march on Haldras, the last Carpathian Stronghold. The Carpathian leader is 
captured and forced into surrender. Thousands of Carpathian POWs are taken. Several sightings of 
the Feral Orc clans are also reported, but for now the lands of Cerro are free from foreign invaders. 
 

  



March 1614 
 
King Dhoesenine has been removed from his slumber and reunited with his Queen. The heroes of 
Cerroneth unite and march on Haldras, the last Carpathian Stronghold. The Carpathian leader is 
captured and forced into surrender. Thousands of Carpathian POWs are taken. Several sightings of 
the Feral Orc clans are also reported, but for now the lands of Cerro are free from foreign invaders. 

 
July 1614 

A massive quake shatters the lands of Cerroneth. Never has the land felt such devastation. Was it 
natural? Or was it the result of a magical ritual gone wrong? Those who remains are scattered and 
confused. A massive chasm has formed in the lands of Celibhar due to the quake.  

  



January 1617 
 
The heroes embark on a mission to save the Queen and Princess. During their mission, the heroes are 

lost at sea. This is the last the heroes are heard from for over 2o years.  
 

November 1638 
 

After a long and epic battle between the monstrous Tyrant and the giant leviathan (who put them on 
the island in the first place), the heroes were able to return home! However, something went wrong. 
The heroes arrive 21 years ahead of where they expected. They find that a heavily nature influenced 
Carpathian occupation has been in effect for 15 years. Humans are treated as superior to all other races. 
Laws and taxes are imposed on the heroes. How will the heroes adapt to Magna Imperium? 
Will they take to the Carpathian ways or will they revolt and overthrow the empire? 
What has changed in the time they have been gone? Where are old allies and will they make new ones? 
  

January 1639  
 
It has been roughly 2 months since the heroes managed to escape the island! They arrived in old 
Coper's Vale, now called Lauri, and realized that it was not the same Cerroneth they had left behind. 
They learned that 22 years had passed since they disappeared, and Carpathian occupation had been in 
effect for years! How will they adjust to Magna Imperium? They have many questions... 
Who is this Grand Druid? Where did he get his power? What does this "tree" they keep hearing about 
have to do with it all? What happened to the king? How will the people react to the return of the 
heroes? Is there a resistance?  The heroes certainly have their work cut out for them! 
 

January 1639, Cont. 
 
Our heroes were extremely busy this gather! They tried to blend in and play along, but when the elite 
squad of undead/necro hunters came out looking for trouble, the heroes decided it was time to make 
themselves known! They headed south and took over the resort island, killing just under 200 
Carpathians in the process! Not a bad start if you ask me. They cheered as the Cerronethian flag once 
again flew upon their lands! 
 
The Mad Druid did not take kindly to this. After hearing about his resort island being taken by force, he 
earned his name. He sent bodies down river into the lake for the heroes to find. Each body was draped 
in tattered colors of old Cerroneth. The Mad Druid did unspeakable and unforgivable things to taunt 
the heroes. 
 
Well, the heroes somehow discovered the location of one of the druid’s trees and decided to utterly 
destroy it! They went in force and met this Grand Druid and saw just how mad he was. After a long 
fight they destroyed his tree and him... or did they? 
  

February 1639 
 
It has been roughly a month since the heroes have taken up a defensive position at Sandalium Magna 
Imperium. Each preparing in their own way. Some searching for aid everywhere they are able. Some 
searching for information and knowledge. Some searching for long lost loved ones. Some just relaxing 
and awaiting the coming storm. Regardless, tensions are growing, everyone can feel something on the 
horizon. Everyone is awaiting what comes next! They defeated the mad druid and destroyed one of his 
trees. Yet there are few who believe that they have seen the last of him. 
 

  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/cerroneth/permalink/10156276893033254/


The resistance has been in shambles since the mad druid's savagery. They have been laying low with no 
organization. Rumors fly about who is responsible for their loss. Did the mad druid intercept messages 
and set them up? Was he tracking them the whole time? Was it just bad luck? Or was it poor decisions? 
None of them are sure, but they are being extremely cautious. Carpathian troops are on the move! But 
to where? Some hear about them going home, but under whose orders? Others hear about mobilizing 
for battle. It is hard to separate the truth in these trying times. One thing is for certain ... THERE WILL 
BE BLOOD!!! 
  

February 1639, Cont. 
 
The forest around the island seems to be busy. You hear no shortage of animals and every now and 
then, a mad cackling along with incantations. There is a tension in the air that you can't quite 
describe... 
  

February 1639, Cont. 
  
The heroes certainly had their hands full this gather! They dealt with the Mad Druid's unnatural "blood 
moon" and discovered his love for puzzles. They rescued some of their freedom fighters from an army 
of Carpathian skin changers. They severed the connection to 3 more trees, including one they 
affectionately named "The Treenager" due to his youthful demeanor. It is a wonder they had any time 
to relax and get to know the fairies that seem to be flying about! They are on a mission and have set the 
Grand Druid in their sights. But what surprises does he have for the heroes of old? What challenges 
await them in the Mad King's inner sanctum? 
  

March 1639 
  
“I had heard rumor of these heroes of old ... but I thought their legends to be exaggerated. Nothing 
could be further from the truth, if anything they exceed their stories. In such a short time they have 
put my brother on the defensive, they may be able to put a stop to his reign... but nothing is more 
dangerous than a wounded animal ... they have him cornered ... but they have a hard and long battle 
in front of them ... I'll do what I can to assist them, I just hope it is enough ...” 

Journal entry from  
General Antonius Laurentus Secundus 

  
March 1639  
 

After a year of being trapped on an uncharted island, the heroes were excited to return home. Home to 
their lands, their homes, their people... only to find that it was not the home they left! They had jumped 
forward 21 years and landed in Magna Imperium!! This Carpathian occupied Cerroneth was hardly 
what they expected... but they did not waste time deciding to take it back! They did their recon, they 
fought hard, they made more headway in 3 months than anyone could have thought possible! All that 
remains is the Mad Druid in his towering tree! They have gathered allies from everywhere they could ... 
sea elves from the deep, dwarves, pirates, spies, loyalists ... They have a battle plan and all that is left is 
to execute! 
 
Marines and spies covertly make their way to position within enemy ranks. Elite squads of sea elves 
strike from the sewers. Trinity leads dwarves from Haldres to attack the capital. Serafina leads Ethulian 
freedom fighters against the corrupt nature of the Carpathian soldiers. Oliver leads a cavalry charge 
straight to the main gate. Kalinda rides a big red dragon over the top as the cavalry charge and he lets 
lose a fire ball that shatters the gate into splinters! The siege has begun!!! 
But this is merely the distraction, so that later the heroes will have an opening to brave the towering 
tree and what horrors lie within! 
  

  



March 1639, Cont. 
 
VICTORY!!! 
The heroes brought it hard to the druid Friday night of the gather! They attacked him in his stronghold 
and laid waste to his corpse, obliterating his very soul! 
But it was not an easy battle and it was not over quickly... as they ascended to the top of his towering 
tree, they faced a plethora of foes. But they came out victorious! 
What better way to celebrate than with a feast! The sea elf king was in attendance, the fairies crashed 
and had a fairy food fight, people told stories, there was dancing ... it was a feast to be remembered! 
Then some unexpected visitors showed up! The planes, which each helped the heroes in their defeat of 
the mad druid, showed up demanding representatives. Keegan explained that this was to help stabilize 
the planar imbalance that the heroes return has caused. 
Chaos enjoyed playing with the heroes, so it showed back up Sunday to play with them some more! 
And finally, King Rhett awoke and wanted to speak with his heroes. He offered them gratitude and 
praise for their accomplishments. The King stated that they are in a state of rebuilding, much needs to 
be done after expelling a foreign invader. He made it clear that he wants his heroes help to forge the 
future of Cerroneth. So, he opened the castle to all heroes that want their voices heard as to how to 
build a stronger and better kingdom. 
The coming months should be interesting.... 
  

April 1639 
  
VICTORY!!! 
The heroes vanquished their foe and took back their home! Feast was had and well earned! But much is 
left to be done. They have a long road ahead of rebuilding and who knows what awaits them around the 
corner. The King is still recovering and has charged his heroes with helping him rebuild their country. 
They will shape the future with their decisions. Time for them to get to work! 
  

April 1639, Cont. 
 
So much happened at this gathering of heroes! Did you hear? 
These portals opened up everywhere and these ... creatures ... were coming from them and everywhere 
... none of it made any sense. No one seems to know anything about them. I wonder what they want. 
And the warlord blamed the heroes for all of it, just like he blamed them for the Carpathians and 
everything else. But the heroes made quick work of him, they put him down as well as his rebellion. 
The heroes also cleared out some more of the Carpathian loyalists. Sundir took back their capital and 
Anasty took back her fortress. Even the new heroes reclaimed a mine that was overrun. 
The King is also busy! He's listening to anyone who wants to talk to him, or at least his court is. It 
seems he is still processing everything that has happened. And it really seems like he wants to build 
Cerroneth back stronger and better, so he is listening to suggestions. He also sent the prince to the 
Deep kingdom to work on diplomacy. 
Interesting times ahead ... 
  

May 1639 
 
There is a lot happening in Cerroneth right now. The King is busy with rebuilding. He knows that 
defense is the priority, but also that the political structure must be efficient to maintain a chain of 
command. 
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July 1639 
 
What a gather! Even with Mercury and the fairies playing with water, Malcoar still brought the heat! 
Only 3 circles remain for the planar representatives, hopefully balancing the planes will help stabilize 
the weird portals. The heroes also learned a bit about the portals from a creature they freed from a 
mystical and magical prison. It told them that they needed to gather the tablet pieces. So many 
questions arise ... who are these creatures? is the tablet the same stones that the mad druid was 
obsessing over? What will happen if they do find the stone tablet? ... many questions are left 
unanswered, but at least the heroes have a lead to follow. They also successfully destroyed one of the 
remaining Carpathian units loyal to the mad druid and retrieved an Ent acorn and what they think is a 
piece of the stone tablet. Hopefully this will bring them closer to balancing nature. 
  
The planes and their chosen representatives also have their hands full. Order seems to have been 
satisfied when heroes stepped up to attune themselves to the plane. Keegan is hard at work helping the 
heroes achieve stability, I'm sure he has tasks for them! 
The unknown portals are becoming more and more common with creatures that make no sense. No 
one seems to know what is going on, hopefully information will present itself. 
There is talk of Carpathian loyalists attempting to continue the mad druid's work. This could have 
something to do with the apparent decline in nature. 
  

July 1639, Cont. 
 
The summer sun scorches the training yard. The weighted training sword is heavy and difficult to 
wield. The new recruit is inexperienced and sloppy. But he has a resolve about him. He is determined ... 
determined to be anything but weak. The portals have been increasing in number, and the creatures 
increasing in hostility. They no longer seem to be observing, they are killing and taking and changing 
people. They have clearly brought a war ... and the recruit wants to be ready... 
  

August 1639 
 
While rebuilding the kingdom seems to be going well, there are many threats still looming. Nature has 
still not recovered from mad druid and his lot. But there are those that follow nature's path who are 
working to restore balance. The political structure is being restored, although there will always be 
individuals looking to sew discontent for one reason or another. But the most obvious threat is the 
outside ... these portals have greatly increased in frequency, number, and size. The creatures, ever more 
hostile and powerful. These Deva seem to stand with us, but can they be trusted? One can only hope 
that we are able to survive this. One thing I know ... we have hard times ahead ... 
  

October 1639 
 
A lot has happened in recent months, and it has kept our heroes busy. The OUTSIDE had grown 
substantially and was to the point of threatening the fabric of reality as we know it, let alone the festival 
games. But the heroes respond well under pressure, they gathered information and all the pieces of 
broken tablet and were prepared to seal the outside from their world forever. The King was now fully 
recovered and could not stand idly by while the very existence of his people was threatened. They were 
able to push back and seal the outside, certainly not an easy task, but no portals or rifts have been seen 
since. The heroes were able to celebrate with the festival games and dinner banquet. A peace that had 
not been felt in years swept across everyone from common to noble, old to young. 
The King also discussed the baronies, he appointed stewards of each barony, some were already in 
place. And explained how he wanted the baronial council to operate to handle things at that level. Only 
bringing things to the Duke/Duchess if they cannot handle or themselves. This is all part of the 
restructure to make the kingdom stronger so that no foreign invader should take over again. 
In addition, an envoy from the Voss came with a small contingent to attempt to develop relations with 
Cerroneth. A mock battle was held to encourage good will and test honor. Hopefully there is a strong 
future between the two people. 
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But the threat of all hallows loomed over Cerroneth, and no one knew how it would go. They prepared 
as best they could for the unexpected. The Queen issued a warning with some helpful suggestions and 
the King dispatched troops all around to help protect the citizens that could not protect themselves. 
At the beginning of the gather, a powerful necromancer beat the heroes to the final acorn and 
immediately began surging with corrupted magic. He raised powerful undead to cause havoc and allow 
him time to go forth with his plan. 
 
The next night he showed up in the graveyard and fused the tainted acorn to the skeleton of a wyvern. 
The ritual began and was self-sustaining while he fought the heroes trying to keep them from thwarting 
his plans. It was exceedingly close, but he had caused enough confusion to allow his ritual to succeed. 
The acorn sprouted and fused with the wyvern skeleton, rising up into a 15-foot-tall undead tainted 
treant with one glowing purple eye and one glowing green eye. After a short chase the necromancer 
disappeared with his new abomination into the woods. 
 
The heroes licked their wounded pride from failing but were not kept down. They reorganized and did 
not give the necromancer a chance to rest. They attacked him while he was trying to create a 
necromantic grove. It was a hard-fought battle, but in the end, they were able to return the acorn to its 
natural state and get it back to nature's guardians. 
 
A long road lies ahead for the heroes. They still have much rebuilding to accomplish in the aftermath of 
so many threats. But they are vigilant and determined. Time will tell what trials await them. 
 

January 1640 
 
Between the November and January gather, Vos kidnapped Prince Roak Dhoesenine. At the gather the 
Vos met with King Rhett and Queen Evaugh to return their son and to discuss the future of the 
neighboring kingdoms. The Vos released calcara into the lands of Cerroneth as part of a hunting 
tradition to restore a treaty amongst the land but with a major stipulation. Magic may not be used to 
kill these beasts. Magics were also taking a heavy toll. Powerful magics were inaccessible to the heroes. 
All kingdoms of Tyrra were still adjusting from the years of Carpathian occupation. 
 

February 1640 
 
The Calcarra roam the lands. For the first time in over two decades the heroes begin to rebuild the trust 
between the two nations of Cerroneth and the Wild Elves. Tensions are high between the two since 
Rhett passed a law stating the practice of Necromancy was legal within Cerroneth as long as a writ is 
acquired through the kingdom. Rumors had it the wild elves knew of the calcarra. Creatures from the 
Underdark emerge in massive numbers. Whispers in dark corners tell of nonhuman folk that ran to the 
Underdark to escape the Carpathian rule. The dampening of magic continues in the lands as well, but 
the cause is unknown. 

 
March 1640 

 
The Vos have ended their traditional hunt but on good terms. In their land resurrection is a myth. A 
despised myth at that. They did not know the calcarra were creatures of magical spirits like the heroes 
and were able to resurrect. The gather before one of these creatures resurrected within the Healer’s 
Guild. Once word reached the Vos king and queen the hunt was called off. In return the Vos hosted a 
bountiful feast for Cerroneth. Heroes also manage to restore the balance of magic back to the lands. 
Three otherworldly creatures were seen around town. A black orc. A glowing man. And a dark figure. 
 

April 1640 
 
More unrest from the Underdark. Drae were seeking out a colorful lady who had been dabbling in their 
affairs. The Vos pull the majority of their forces out of Cerroneth yet leave some behind in Sundir.  
 
 
 



 
May 1640 

 
After focusing heavily upon the kingdom, a few heroes ventured to the southern continent to the port 
town named W. Reports quickly made their way back to the Rhett of the massive army of undead. 
Every living creature, man, woman, and child was turned into undead being. The heroes embarked on 
an epic battle to thwart this army of undeath. What seemed like a victory was merely a scratch on the 
surface for the number of undead on the southern continent. Upon the heroes return to the Four 
Corners they were met with an unlikely battle of misfits and goons shouting “Unsanctioned”. While the 
heroes were away the underground and black markets became areas of unrest.  
 

June 1640 
 

A loud sound of paper tearing was heard across the lands the night of the gather. Several streaks of 
light were seen falling in the night sky. With the threat of the Observer from the previous year 
seemingly gone from Tyrra the planes were still dealing with the remnants of adapting outsiders. 
Malcoar, the Primarch of Fire, gathered heroes that were more than willing to lend aid to the once-hero 
Primarch deal with this threat. Rifts opened up on Tyrra causing shadow, light, and darkness creatures 
to pour out. Alicia used the rebuilt Rod of Light to close the rifts permanently. The four guardians of 
Cerroneth meet amongst the heroes to discuss what is happening to the planes and what is to be done 
about it. Talk of establishing pillars on Tyrra using planar magics to destroy the Observer spread 
quickly among the heroes.  
 

July 1640 
 
A hurricane blew through the lands. 

 
August 1640  

 
Mercury, the Primarch of Water, came to seek the help of the heroes as well to deal with the few 
outsiders. The creatures were not only becoming immune to fire while adapting to water, they were also 
able to cast fire magics while on the Plane of Water. Other heroes began seeking out other planes to 
assist such as the Plane of Life. The Primarch of Necromancy lashed out at the heroes for trying to 
diminish his power with their plan of creating pillars.  
 

September 719 
 
The gather of the festival, which was hosted by a strange man who went by the name of Merlin. He gave 
good news that the undead forces on the southern continent were gone. After all the games were said 
and done a coronation ceremony was held for every noble from King to Baron. King Rhett and Queen 
Evaugh von Crimson were crowned with a decree by the people to be the year of 719. Their daughter 
Princess Parissa was made Duchess of Tourmaline Duchy. Richard and Fiona Endier were made Duke 
and Duchess of Emerald Duchy. Four new counts were appointed as well. Count Gundahar of Ruthir 
County. Countess Valenica of Termis County. Countess Cordelia of Eboneir County. Count Eurthin of 
Dhoesenine County.  
 
The planes and heroes further work to expel the outsiders from the Planar Web. Through a gamble, 
Chaos lost a bet to a hero which helped the overall goal of removing the outsiders. The realms of the 
web are still battling with ongoing assault from the Observer and his forces. Once more the heroes vote 
upon the final decision of where the pillars of planar magic will be placed. The final vote came to be the 
heroes chose to place the pillars on the Nexus, the center of the Planar Web. 

 
October 719 

 
The month of All Hallows had more in store for the heroes than the usual battling mindless undead.  

  



January 720  
 

Still getting used to this new year. 720 already, how the time does fly! I suppose practice will help me 
remember the year, and perhaps these chronicles will help me keep my thoughts in order regarding the 
heroes. Last gather, there was no shortage of things happening in the not-so-sleepy town of Four 
Corners. A large beam of light was seen from the town, far off in the east. I heard rumors that it was 
something to do with fairy tales, and now there are librarians out collecting missing books. I wonder if 
late fees will apply in this case? Emissaries and an avatar, both from the plane of Death, were seen 
around town Friday evening, some speaking of lost paperwork, most asking for the location of the 
deceased (?) monarch Robert von Crimson. A pair of faeries wandered about town as well, spreading 
goodwill and sweet treats wherever they went. Oh, and someone by the name of Jadis was placed under 
Baron Liam’s charge. The sun rising Saturday morning brought new opportunities, as a Kingdom-
sanctioned organization called Shield sets up a board with various and sundry tasks for the heroes to 
complete for payment. Some archaeologist was out and about talking about some amazing new find that 
was unearthed back in November. Oh! Baronial council meeting as well Saturday afternoon. Something 
about what to do about an undead family moving into a keep somewhere in Celibhar. Speaking of 
undead, there was a big obelisk that popped up after nightfall, along with some rune-faced undead and 
a dancing, cackling woman. The heroes shattered the obelisk and ran off the undead, so hopefully things 
will be quiet on that front for a bit. Sunday was quiet, as most of the heroes seemed to be exhausted 
from their trials earlier in the weekend. There were a few strange creatures out and about, made of thick 
black or multi-colored liquid, or charcoal. Primarchs know what that's all about, because I certainly do 
not. The torrential downpour of Saturday chased some pygmies from their home, and they invaded 
town with their blowguns and chattering Sunday afternoon. Some quick thinking and hide-and-go-seek 
kept the pygmies from being lethal with their darts, and once the diminutive creatures were given jerky, 
they withdrew back to their treetop homes. With as much strangeness as happened at the January 
gather, it's no wonder the heroes are moving to Coper's Vale come February. Will these oddities follow 
the heroes? Are these strange happenings perhaps caused by the heroes themselves, by the fact that they 
do gather once a month? These questions are perhaps better left to more scholarly minds than mine. In 
any case, I look forward to attending the February gather, and seeing more of these heroes and the 
impact they have on Cerroneth. - Excerpt from the Journals of Elias Crane 

  



February 720 
 

The February gather was not without its trials. As was suspected, trouble followed the heroes to 
Coper’s Vale as the gather moved locations. Sewer gnomes expounding on the importance of metal 
hats so that “the dragons cannot read your brains and know all of your precious secrets.” Fairies being, 
well, fairies. An increase in thievery and petty crime. Strange, terrifying things lurking in the woods, 
and bodies turning up along the woodline. Perhaps this is what is riling up natural creatures? In any 
case, I cannot blame anyone for their insomnia, though even my healing abilities are well-taxed with all 
of the townsfolk coming down with hallucinations. I’ve heard rumors of a portal being opened that 
leads to another world. Is this that Outside place I heard rumors about a couple of years back, or 
perhaps wherever the Trioth came from many years ago? Or is it something altogether completely 
different? There is a library in Vel’yadin that I may have to go to do research about these things - 
people are saying that it feels like something out of a fairytale. Perhaps the bird-like creature 
wandering around Cerroneth has some information about, well, any of the odd things happening as of 
late. There is no shortage of strangeness. But enough about all of that for now. All is finally ready for... 
Feast! The upcoming feast being held at the March gather in Coper’s Vale is a topic on everyone’s lips. 
But before we look forward, we must look back. The feast has historically been a time to celebrate the 
indomitable nature of the Cerronethian people. These feasts have been a time of remembrance as well. 
The defeat of the Red King in 1605. The overthrowing two years ago of the Carpathians who had 
invaded Cerroneth and tried to make our lands their own. We remember the sacrifices of those who 
bought our freedom at such a dear cost. Morlond is hosting the feast this year and have sent all manner 
of supplies to Coper’s Vale for the big event. There are even to be some games and competitions - an art 
competition, a bardic competition, a story-telling competition, and some very interesting dress, hat, 
and table decor competitions. I, for one, cannot wait to see the heroes show off their talents. We have 
all needed a bit of lightness and fun for some time. The logistics of the royal family attending feast has 
consumed my days and most of my nights. It will all be worth it when I see the look on Parissa’s face 
when she sees the bards I have secured for part of the evening’s entertainment! They are quite well-
known in certain circles. Rumors about them are all over town, saying the most outlandish things - that 
they were servants of the original Crimson, that one of them is part siren and swallowed a detractor 
whole, that they fled Carpathia in the middle of a grand feast after singing a song so scalding that the 
emperor himself dropped dead of shame. Even with entertainment such as these bards, I doubt His 
Majesty’s news will be overshadowed. Times are changing, and we must change with them. 

  



February 721 
After beginning the year celebrating the reign of our new Queen - Parissa Aliyah von Crimson - at the 
Grand Fair, the heroes finally felt the pull of another Gather. So they travelled by foot, or horse, or the 
new Gateways to the familiar town of Coopersvale. Feelings of warmth and eagerness swelled within 
our heroes, but the weather tried its best to squash that with its cold and dreary winter rainstorms. 
 
Trudging through the rain and mud, the heroes greeted each other, and were met with officials from 
the Kingdom, asking about the Guilds (Overseer Ella Francart & Solicitor Olmo), Baronies, and 
Armies (Reeve Florian Francart.)  
 
Saturday brought its first surprise as the clouds broke in the raining sky, and the heroes saw multiple 
dragons - of various individual colors - fly overhead before the clouds close up again. This sent the 
heroes into a frenzy of questions, but this was only the beginning… 
Strange and magical animals rarely seen on Cerroneth began stampeding through town. They seemed 
driven by fear - but fear of what? Was it the giant oozing mass that also appeared before being 
defeated and releasing the strange deer inside? Or was it something more? 
 
Count Gundahar Hamfast Burrfeet of Ruthir County and Countess Cordelia Pearl of Ebonier County 
visited town to see their Baronial leaders and interrupted a meeting of the Barons discussing the odd 
sightings around Cerroneth, accompanying visions and their implied meanings.  
 
The final surprise of the night followed in that meeting as Viscount Secundus delivered the news that a 
Carpathian fleet had been sighted off the Western coast, one that consisted of both military and 
civilians. This fleet refused his flag of parlay, and it was up to the heroes to stop them however they 
could. 
 
After hasty planning sessions, some Heroes ventured off to meet with the Carpathian Invaders and 
discuss peaceful options. However, in their absence a forward element of the Carpathian army invaded 
Coopersvale and bloodied the noses of the Heroes left behind, driving them inside and raising their 
flag above the Tavern. 
 
Word came quickly of a successful parlay, and the Carpathian leader - Adorius Ceasar - would meet 
and discuss terms with our Queen. With that news, the forces withdrew to a spot outside of town, 
allowing the Heroes to mend their wounds under the shadow of a growing Carpathian encampment. 
 

  



March 721 
The Heroes once again were pulled by The Gather to the town of Coopersvale. The moon refused to 
brighten the night as they gathered, surrounded by displaced citizens from nearby towns. Despite the 
darkness, the Heroes greeted each other, and were met with good news. The Carpathian leader, 
Adorius Caesar had signed a treaty with Queen Parissa Aliyah von Crimson. This treaty meant they 
would peacefully leave Cerronethian lands - and true to their word, the armies of Carpathia were 
already making their way down to the Southern tip of Nocte Terra. 
 
On Saturday, the peaceful nature of the Gather was shattered as undead swarmed the town. In an 
unseasonably brutal attack, both Lesser and Greater undead began killing rampantly. Heroes were 
confused by the battle - was this not something they should see closer to October? And in broad 
daylight? A giant amalgamation of dead flesh capped off the attack, and as its body was cut apart from 
relentless attacks, the discarded parts continued to fight. 
 
It was March, the month of Feasting. A month of celebrating Cerroneth’s victory over threats of the 
past, and peace of the present. A month for connections. And what better connections could be had at 
our Feast than visiting dignitaries? Claudius Ancho Adorius Caesar attended Feast alongside 
Cerronethian Nobles. He seemed comfortable surrounded by the Heroes he only recently attacked 
while his Carpathian armies traveled South.  
 
Surprising all in attendance, a Cloud Leopard Sarr in Nipponese garb crashed the dinner, flanked by a 
hulking form with glowing blue eyes. Drawing a weapon on the Queen, the crowd was shocked into 
silence and inaction. The Queen seemed pleased as they greeted each other, and he was announced to 
the gathered Heroes. Shogun Ito no Hiro bowed before the crowd, and then the Queen, offering the 
gift of … a marriage proposal?! A proposal that shocked all, but was met with an acceptance for a 
Courtship from Queen Parissa. 
 
The Feast continued in good spirits, though the figure with the glowing blue eyes - Daimyo Koike no 
Masato - could be seen conversing in the shadows with members of the Crown’s Necromancy Guild. 
Following the Feast was the Auction, where goods from all over Cerroneth, Clanthia, Carpathia and 
Nippon were greedily bid over by the Heroes. Crowd favorite Gus Gus, the Mouse Wilder made an 
appearance there while Shogun Ito no Hiro demonstrated a game of strategy from his homelands. 
Sunday morning the Heroes came to the Tavern, seeing the evidence of a brutal murder of a civilian 
there. Her body was shredded by some animal and left for all to see. Shortly the Heroes saw other 
civilians being dragged into the woods by large, hulking wolves, and sprang into action. The Heroes 
gathered the civilians in town and attempted to hold them behind locked wards - a situation none 
seemed pleased to be in.  
 
Despite their efforts, some civilians were lost, and one lucky soul escaped these beasts only to be 
dragged away again into the woods. Her screams lit a fire in the Heroes, and they followed the path of 
wolf prints into a deep cave where they battled many bloodthirsty wolves, and one massive Werewolf 
to a standstill. Though the Werewolf escaped ultimately, 3 civilians were pulled from the collapsing 
tunnels - saved from a truly terrible fate. 
 
A strange Wilder - Khiris Khan showed up in town, challenging the Heroes to fights of skill and 
bravery. 
Reports of the strange 3-headed deer from February’s odd Magical Animal incursion drew many 
Heroes out to the woods where puzzles and riddles pointed to some deeper meaning behind it’s 
presence in Cerroneth. 
 
Two Knight Masters from Vel’Yadin were seen about town, conversing with the Knightly Heroes - 
Knight Inspector Sir Calcifer and Sir Holt. 
 

  



April 721 
The Gather in Coopersvale once again unfolded on a Friday night. As has been the case so far this year, 
the moon refused to brighten the night, and the Heroes gathered under the glow of the lamplights of 
their embassies and the tavern. A strangely friendly mimic was seen casting Light spells on any hero 
that it came across, helping push back the cloying darkness of the night. 
 
The strange animals from across Tyrra continued to be seen, along with foreign merchants. All 
displaced by the catastrophic event throwing the world into chaos. Word of strange spirits and a new 
presence in the Underdark also reached many heroes. What is happening to bring so many strange 
things to Cerroneth? 
 
The night may have been dark, but not empty. Small undead began flooding into town, dropping a 
mass of baked goods when they were slain. What happened to these peaceful Brownies, and why did 
they move on the town of Cerroneth like they did? Before the Heroes could find out more, a terrific 
storm blew in, driving all living things to shelter, and many buildings in the area were damaged. 
 
Saturday morning, the Heroes woke to a now peaceful sky, and began picking up the pieces of the 
wreckage from the storm the night before. Shogun Ito no Hiro was seen about the town lending aid, 
and kind words. A misplaced Fairy Tale princess was rescued by a group of newer Heroes. Settled in 
her own story once again, the Heroes returned to town victorious and with new tales to tell. 
 
A scuffle in the middle of town between Rangers and a Dark Knight. This brought the attention of the 
Queen, Parissa, and the drama brought many to the Keep at Vel’Yadin. Mage Lord Lanadil came to 
town, directing the Heroes to fight back against the growing number of werewolf attacks, opening a 
portal to a network of caves in Tymor. There, amid the confusing and twisting caverns, the Heroes 
battled against an overflowing nest of Lycanthropes. The fight was long and tiring, but the Heroes left 
with many rescued citizens, and gave a bloody nose to the Werewolves there. 
 
Saturday evening, the Knights among the Heroes hosted a dinner to discuss their growing camaraderie 
and encourage others to take up the Oaths of Knighthood. A gaggle of scrappy young children made 
their presence known around town, charming the Heroes and citizens alike. Mab and Cherry - both 
dark fairies of enormous power and influence were seen by the tavern talking to each other and 
taunting the heroes. This does not bode well.  
 
Sunday morning, the rookie Heroes once again sprang into action, coming to the aid of a local farmer. 
Being led to a nearby farmhouse, the Heroes battled against undead and escaped with barely their 
lives. The villainous farmer was killed in the aftermath after having tricked an unknown number of 
poor souls to their end in that eerie farmhouse. 
 
The foreign dignitary, Daimyo Koike no Masato was seen in town shortly before Nipponese started 
attacking several embassies. They gained entry into the Healer’s Guild utilizing powerful Oni, forcing 
the heroes to lay siege to it in order to wrest control of Coopersvale from the small number of 
attackers.  
 
This long engagement in Coopersvale proved to be just a distraction, as while the heroes were 
occupied, Daimyo Koike no Masato used the Kingdom’s recent Gateways to travel across the land to 
Molmont. He brought with him a veritable army of Oni and troops to the very capital of the Barony of 
Morlond. A handful of heroes followed this force through the Gateways to Molmont, where they were 
pushed back through by the Oni forces on the other side. Molmont is besieged by the forces of the 
Noble House of Gi-Yuuki, led by the Daimyo Koike no Masato.  
Cerroneth is under attack… 
 
 


